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------110PILINSVEUX-CHRUITIAN COUNTY,KENTUCKY.TUESDAY. OCTOBER 26._1838.
FRO5IBITION.

GROVES'S LITTLE SPEECH

PECULIARITIES OF THE PUMA.
La Animal

Nome of Its Er11111.

To The

Virginia

l'arnier's At

Rich-

mond.

igook
wear, Neck-

nee, for we are
Llung great re-

:ENTS of some
ITHIA trades.

, CO.,

.insuille, Ky.

Which

atoadraatly

Molusos

Li. laseogniao an ltnomy in Man.

With
Tilotellellthe of people suffer
back ache, not knowing that in most
cages, ill, a symptom of diseased kidiosley's Lady'. Book
neys and liter, which plasters anti loSand color Is a tie w
Which eumitions celliliOt heal, The beat add !safest
tithes aril with bright red.
1111Moily Is Or, J. II. McLean's Liver end
Black silk attetkins can be made to last Kidney Holm. $1.00 ner bottle.
much louger by haviiig cotton feet.
face headache, wind on the stomach,
nausea, are promptly and
There are a number of nest °becks billiousners,
banished by Dr. J. II. Mc.
shown In wool dress fabrics, • pretty agreeably
Lean's Little Liver and Kidney
mixture is of bine and gold.
Me • vial.
Violet and heliotrope are favorite coland requires
WHIM nature falter.
ors, a pretty emnbiriatIon for a cestutue
enher
eufeebied
help, recruit
is a eon gray cloth, with tritiludisge of
J.
II. Mcl.esn's
Dr.
ergies with
violet velvet.
Strengthening Cordial and She'd PuriPretty breakfast caps are made of col- fier. $1 OU per bottle.
ored silk handkerchiefs, fully draped
Eirmiuns to rough weather, getting
Inc. edged with two rows of kulfe-psint- wet, living In damp localities, are faed lace.
vorable to the contraction of diseases of
bladder. As a preventPato!' leather, though not favorably the kidneys and
ive,
and tor the cure of aft kidney and
looked upon by many,is to be MOrli In
trouble, use that valuable remedy,
many grader tit shoes, boots and slippers. liver
Dr. J. II. Mel.ran's Liver and Kidney
Faceted pearls are used in the forma- Balm. #1.00 per bouie.
tion cif high standing military collars,
1st advance of the sickly resams
a ith scarf rude of lace attached, pearljouiself impreguable; a malarial
beaded to correepoini.
Mesosphere or sudden el tinge of temper-

NIIIEBICR 13

Fashion Notes for November.

Read!

Read!

I was told big a person who had spent
the most of hitt
life on the pampas that on
Ds ii roarte I by lite Olenerol Assembie of Richmond Felr last Thureilay. Ile was one occasion, when traveling in the
cordially received, and hi response to neighborhood of Cape Corrientes, his
eut C000morswenla of Iltatrekiy:
horse died under him, and he was comMurrtom 1. It *hall be unlawful ft r an introduction saki:
any pereon to sell, better or 10.411 any
Fettow curative or VIRGINIA: W lille pelled to continue his journey on foot,
spirituous,
v11.0410
Or
malt I thank you moot sincerely for sour kind burdened with his heavy native horseliquors or
any lidozieithig
drinks inception and recoguize the heartineas gear. At night he made his bed wider
lu 4,1111414111,11 totality, Kentucky; and of the buopitallty lur a hick the people the fawner of a rock, on the slope of a
any tens so offteiding ahall fur the first of Virglide have *laity
been 'dean- stony sierra; a bright moon was shining,
offeriett be fined I.. 'thy elite not lees than guislied, I ism lolly aware that your
and about if o'clock in the evening four
tiny ;tor more 'hail twu hundred and demonotration of welcome is tendered,
pumas appeared, two adult. with their
fifty dollars; mei for the second offenee not to all Individual, but to asi imamtwo half-grown young. Nos feeling the
and all sudiatgitent offense., upun con. bent of au oMes whieh crowns the GovI iction, shall he fined I
any sum not ernment of the United States. The least alarm at their preirehoe he did not
less than .me hundred dollars and not State of Virginia, the Mother of Presi- stir; and after awhile they began to
ext.-ending five hundred dollars and itn• dents, seven of whose sons bate tilled gambol together clew to him, concealgtruellae, to-day greets R Preel- ing themselves from each other among
•
thirty spur more than ninety days dent, who, tor the first time, meets V ir- the rocks, just as kittens do, and frere.
offense',
to
be
for each tubiw quoin
ghillies upon V irelida's soil. I etingrat- quently while pursuing one another
covered by 'edit:tumid in the Christian elate myself that toy first letrodection leaping over
him, lie continued watchtaro& Court, or by a imam before any to UM people of V irgini* iseeire at a
leg them until past midnight, then fell
J notice of the Perim in Christiaii
tarrouitaed by the
time whoa they are
&bleep and did not wake until morning,
Now, under the shove law, any drug- exhibit.' of the prodtitilveiteses and prodgist who mile any spirituous, vinous or perky of their State. Whatever there when they had left him.
The t.ew shade of black prowlers to ature is fraught with danger; use Dr. J.
This man was an Englishman by birth. be very popular, it has a peculiar Indian H. McLean's Strengthening Cordial and
malt liquor or tills the prescriptiou of may be in honor in her history, slid how
to
South
but
having
very
young
gone
physician
isi
which
any
spirituous,
any
blue did which has •suspicion of gray Blood Purifier. $1.00 per bottle.
ever much tel pride there limy be in her
vinous or tualt liquors is contained traditions, her true greatness is here America, he had taken very kindly to in it, und is invariably becoming to all
SI('N headache is the bane of many
would be Itle much a violator of the law exemplified.
Use semi-barbarous life of the gauchos, compleximie.
Beep; this annoying complaint may be
as
the
man a ho
wuald sell liqIn our eisterbood of States, the lead- and had imbibed all their peculiar noby the onecured
and prevented
Ere/sing glevea- -lit delicate Measles,
uor • uptarly -- lit --a ---eatorrnr.
rig 0011104 commandlidg OUR
ticing, one of Which is that human life is have lace open work tope resching her 'done! use 111.1r..1. if. lifeLawe's!Attie
It is aa
- II it violation of this law to be gained and kept by that Common- not
worth very much. "What does it up the arm. These are very !smarming Liver aud Kidney Pillets. They are
sell to clitirebee a Me to be used in the wealth which, by the labor and Intellipleasant to take, no larger than a pin
matter?" they often say, and shrug their to a handsome arm.
celebration of the Lords Shipper as it gence of the citizens, can produce the
bead, and are tile ladiee' favorite for
shoulders, when told of a comrade's
would be to *ell it to Me worst drunkard mad of those things which nit-el the
Among the novelties in jewelry are billoustiese, bail taste Iii the mouth,
lit the lee& Now le the event thi. pro- necessities mid desires of mankind. But death. "So many beautiful horses die!" gold crochet hooks and knitting mettle*, jaundice, for leuourrhea and painful
',Urea law neediest a eigjority of the the full advantage of that which may be I asked him if he had ever killed apuma, tipped with small stones, pearl 111141 bril- menstruation. 25 elide a vial.
totes east on the 2nd oh November, how yielded to State by the toll and ingenu- and lie replied that he had killed only liant.; being mostly used.
l'xitsoxs who lead a life of exposure
will those who are so UbtOrttIlilite as to ity oh her people is not measured alone one, and had sworn never to I ill anCashmere and camel's hair are used in are subject to rheumatism, neuralgia
be sick get the medieitier, iii many in- by the money value of the products. other. Ile said that while out one day
and lumbago and will find • valuable
ternees, nrcetsary for their treatment? The efforts and the struggles of her with another gaucho looking for cattle a combination with flukey wuolenit for
remedy in Dr. J. 11. McLeates Volcanic
How a Ill the church.s get sacramental farmers and her artistane, not only cre- puma was found. It sat up with its young women, and with watered silk for
Oil Liniment; it will banish pain and
older ones.
whie?
Will they
smuggle it into ates new values in the field of agricul- back
against a stone, and did not nioye
subdue infiammation•
the toiletry or get some one to violate ture Mill In the arts and manufactures,
When hooks and eyes are used to feeeven when his companion threw the
Fan better than the harsh treatment of
Or
the
laa ?
will
they but they at the seine titne produce rugten
the
bodices
of
dresses
they
are
PO
noose of his lasso over its neck. My inmeditanesewhich horribly gripe the pasubstitute tioniething
elms
for
it? ged, self-rellant and intidpetident 'nem
plated amid the fullness of the plastron
tient and destroy the coating of the
The faraticitm that dictated the pro- stied i eitItivete that product which more formant then dismounted, and drawing waistcoat as to be invisible.
stomata'.
Dr. J. II. McI.esn's
posed Prolsition law, not only assumes- than all others enables a State-a patri- his knife advanced to kill it; still the
A lin tty hat in a rich shade of golden anti Fever Cure, by mini yet effective
to say abet people shall or shah l not tide American citizenship. This will puma made no attempt to free itself
drink, but have so framed the law that flourish in ever pert of the American front the lasso, but it seemed to know, has all embroidered net crown mid brim action will cure. Sold at 50 cents& botthey eve.. dictate to p-hyeiciatis what domain; neither drouth nor rile Cell in- he said, what was coming, for it began of brow ii lace plaited, bows of picot tle.
they oiled not use in their practice, awl jtire it for it take. root In trite hearts, to tremble, the tears ran from its eyes, edged ribbon, and cluster of golden
THRRIt are niftily accidents and disbrown feathers In front.
this %Millet regard to the wante and enrielititi by love ot country.
eases which •ffect stock and cause feriand it whined in the most pitiful manmeeseeties of their patiesee.
this
Otis inCOliVeMelice and less to the farmer
There are no new varieties i is this pro- ner. Ile killed it as it sat there unreBacklen's Arnica Sia/ve.
law, it matters nut how sick a man may duction; it must he the same' O. bet-ever
hie work, which may be quickly remmisting before him, but after accomplishbe, if his aufferiegs are intense and his seen, amid Its quality Is neither sound
edied by the use of Ur J. II. McLeatt's
ing the deed felt that he had committed
'I'iiz liNST Setvx In the world for Cuta, Volcanic Oil Liniment.
death 111111111irtli, and a physician in at- nor geoulite unless it groas to deck and
thing he Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheutu, Fetendance and the necetsity of a stimu- beatitify an entire anti united nation, & murder. It was the only
Iv you suffer pricking pains on movhad
life,
he
added,
ver
Sores','Fetter, Chapped Rands, Chilever
done
in
his
lant is clearly indicated, the sick into nor unless it suppotta anti inistaina the
ing the eyes, or cannot bear bright light,
blain/I,
Corns
and
all
Skin
Eruptions,
and
which
filled
with
remorse
when
he
him
eimet suffer on mai probably die because institutions mid the Government foundand find your sight weak and failing,
the physician is not permitted to have ed to protect American liberty and hap- remembered it. This I thought a rather poeitively cures Piles, or no pity reatalr- you should promptly use Ur. J. II. Mced.
It
is
guaranteed
to
give
perfect
satIsis prescription filled.
picn'ss. The present Atiminietration of startling declaration, as I knew that he
Lean's Strengthening Eye Salve. 25c. a
lefaetion, or money refunded. Price 25
the Govennuent is pledged to return for had killed several individuals of his own
box.:
cents; per box. It or sale by Harry B.
such husbandry not only promisee, but species in duels, fought with knives, in
Garner.
actual tenders tel (airtime' and justice, the fashign of the gauchos.
with equal proteetion and a full particiAll who have killed or witnessed the
Many basques are now simply outpation in national achievements. If, in
killing of the puma-and I have ques- lined with a silk cord in a contrasting
BENEVOLENT SOCIETIES.
the past, we have been estranged and
Hon. A. G. Caruth's majority over the cultivation of American citizenship tioned scores of hunters on this point- color to the dress fabric. A marine blue
this unre- cloth tailor-made suit, outlined with a
agree
that
it
resigns
itself
in
W11114 was 1.247.
Hon. A.
has been interrupted, your enthiedastic
Illopktasville Lodge, No. E. A P. & A M.sieting, pathetic manner to death at the gold mini, was simple, but lady-like and Meets at elasonle Hall. ad story in Tborapsoa
The Faulty Johnson will calm, at Ver- weicanne of to-day demonetates that
Block, Is4Monday aught in each month
hands of man. Claudio Gay, in his "Nat- pret ty.
estrangement,
an
end
to
'arch
there
la
sailles, last %seek resulted in a hung
Oriental Chapter, No 14, it. A. M.-Stated
anti that the time of suspicion and fear ural History of Chili," says, "When atjury.
MemosThe Ileynnin foundry was sold at auc- convocation ad Monday of each month at
is succeeded by an era of faith and con- tacked by man its energy and daring at
le Hall
tion, In Louisville, on Wednesday.
B. J. Newton ham sold the
fidence. In such a kindly atmosphere, once forsooleit, and it becomes a weak,
Moore Com man)lery No.6., K. T -Meets Mb
Ileraki to 5. is
Nevi P. II. Sul- and beneath P11.'11 cheering skies, I greet
Monday in each month in Mastram Hall,
inoffensive rulimal, and trembling and
livan.
Royal Arcanum. Hopkinsville Council, No,
the people of Virginia as co-laborers in uttering piteous moans, and shedding
154.-Meets Iii and 4th Thursdays in each month.
Michael Koichi), the wile 'tenderer, the field where grows the love of our abundant tears, it seems to implore cornMoayoo Couacil. No. 8. hotien Encode-Meets
Corrected by Ca•sitna mexes A ('o.
coedited In Louisville jail, has been milted country. God grant that in the pasaion from a generous enemy." The
la K.at I'. i1.all Id and 4th Monday is each
tionronnritta. II
'Oet- 3191896
years tocuine, Virginia-the Old Dee
mon th
Kole
generous; but Sort,
enemy is
not often
minion, the Mother of President, the
Christian Lodge, No.830, Knights of Honor.Bacou aide.,scarce,
mow
'rise body of Otto Muench was found who looked on the nation at It.. birth- many gauchos have assured me, when Hama,:sugar cure ;,
Lodge meets
11441
in a canal,at Louisville, on the 20th inet. may not only increase Ler trophies of speaking on this subject, that although HAIM. country),
Heel(
Evergreen Lodge. No. Is, K. of P.-Meets fd
Lard,
Stool and 4th Thursdays in each month
He le suppored to have suicided.
and manufac- they kill the puma readily to protect Flour, Fancy, patent
growth lcs agriculture
scie
Endowment Rank, K. of P -Meets 3.1 Mon•
Col. Geo. Baber has been appointed a ture., but that she may be among the their domestic animals, they consider it Flour. Standard
day in every month.
Bran scud eilkipetIltf. lea than Id bu.
member it die
Hoard of Ap- firm of all these Ststric In tIse cultivation an evil thing to take its life in desert Corn Meal.
Knights of the Golden Cross -Meets ant and
.
third Fridays in each mouth.
peal.. The salary IS $2,000 per annum. of true American citizenship.
places, where it is man's only friend Pearl Meal,
Fancy,
New
orleans
Molasises,
44(570
Ancient Order of United Workmen -Time of
among the wild animals.
On Friday, October 29th, Ilmi.
1. C.
Candles,Star, is
154130 meeting,Id and 4th Tueolays in each satioth.
When the hunter is accompanied by Butter
•
is
Officers ef the November Election.
S. Blackiturn will speak at Hine Lack
Green River Lodge, No 54. I. 0.0. F.-Illeeta
dogs, then the puma, instead of droop- Eggs.
every Friday night at I 0.0. F Hall.
sued at Carlisle
that uight.-Carliele
Honiiny, per gallon,
Mercy Encampment. No. 31, I. 0. 0. 1r.ing and shedding tears, is aroused to Grita, per gallon,
Mercury.
llopkinsville. No. 1 -P. F. Rogers
Lodge meets 1st and ad Thursday nights
•
stands elect; its Clover seed,
J. M. llughra is a candidate for Rep- Kiel F. A. Yoet, Judges,. D. U. Wiley; sublime rage; its hair
•
Cut nails,retail,
V. M. C. A -Rooms over Russell's dry goods
eyes shine like balls of green flame; Beans, navy, per bushel.
store, corner Main and Eighth. Rooms open on
resentative In the next Legislature Irons Sheriff; Walter Kelly, Clerk.
Peas, per bushel.
Tueorla),Thursday and Saturday evening.from
like
a
furious
tomcat.
it
spits
and
snarls
and
llopkinaville,
No.
2
L
Foulke
Bourbon coulity.
He la an excellent
Beans, 1-one. per pound;
6 to le °clock.
A W Pyle, Judges; El Turner, Sheriff; The hunter's presence seems at such Coffee, green, golden,
trentlemaii.
COLORED LODGES.
$ Christian Clerk.
times to be ignored altogether, its whole Coffee, good green no,
Bernard Beyer, II young bey, was
Union Benevolent Society.-Lodge meets 1s1
Fairview, '
No. 1 -M A Fritz mei IV attention being given to the dogs and ite Coffee. Jaya,
ended Monday evenings is each Mo.at Homer
Cheese, gotei history,
(MIMI I40 badly beaten b
his mined- H Shanklin, Judges;
H Carrol, Sher- rage directed against them. In Pata- Cheese. Young American,
& Overshiner's Hall.
matte, itt Loideville, last Monday, that iff; CO Layste, Clerk.
Freedom Lodge, No. 76. U. B. F.-Lodge
with Rice.
Scotchman,
gonia
a
sheep-farming
lie mak die.
Cracked Rice
s
gq meets on let and ad Topside nights at Postell's
Fairview. Sc). 2.-Jno B Everett and
whom I spent some days, showed me Sugar,, N. ii.
Hall.
Richeril
Vaughn,
Judges
,
C
BarriThe Covington Commonwealth
;
the skulls of five pumas which he had (landed. New Orleans.
Mnsadora Temple, No. Sit, S of F -Lodge
Granulated,
.
-DIAL!, IIItalus a cttttttnunication calling upon eon, Sheriff; W R Allegen, Clerk.
744
Tuesdays in Poetell's
1,75 meets Id awl 4th
Lafayett, No. 1.-A J Flame and Gil- shot in the vicinity of his ranch. One Salt, Nausea, 6 bushels,
Judge Horatio W. Bruce to become a
Hopkinsville Lodge, No, IOW,0 U. 0,of0
Salt
Nausea.
7
bushel*,
2.1.10
individual,
exceptionally
large
was
of
an
IBM Jr lireageway,
Inter Ezell, Judges; Win Brame, Sheriff;
candidate for Governor.
Lake, 3 bushels,
1.S5 F.-lodge meets iii awl 4th Woodsy nights
and I here relate what he told me of his Lake, 7 bushels, A W William'', Clerk.
.
2 25 Homer & Overshiner's Hall.
Four Kentuckians, Atherton, Lemp,
LOUISVILLE. : KENTUCKY.
Mystic Tte Lodge No 5507,0. N.0 of F 50
Lafayette, Sc.. 2.-Pink Sherell, Abe encounter with this animal, as it shows l'otsl,,cd, Irish, per bushel, heed, Swcet, scarce, perbushel,
Pratt mei Senile-v, are on the executive Biaetii, Judges; Otis Mlle', Sheriff;
05 Lodge meets 1st and id Wednesday night at
jute how the puma almost invariably be- Mackerel, No.1, per tit,
)0(
75141.M Homer & Ove-shiner's Hall
committee of the national protective as- Rola Brame, Clerk.
This Hotel us located one square teem
Barrels,
No.6,
haves when attacked by man and dogs. Mackerel
6,75(40,65
the L & N. depot, and is the moot eledeviation of liquor men.
35
CHLIRCHIS.
Union School Howe, No. I.-Ben S Ile was out on foot with his flock, when Leitttttis, per dozen,
gantly furnehel in Louisville. Street
I irangeo, per gluten,
Barrier Carace-Hain septet, Rev. J. N.
cars pass the door consorting with the
--1.1e.-IL-F-Atetholdithi a iitteatitete ter Campbell. Chas L 'lade. Judges; Ned
sgs discovered the animal concealed topics, per bushel,choice
1.25 Prestreige, pastor. Sunday School every Sits.
cretonne". all railroad depots, steamDietrien Campbell,Sheriff; ii B King,Clerk.
the State Senate for the 30th
era
in
ear,
per
barrel,
SAC
among the bushes. He had left his gun
lay morning. Prayer inertia( every Waderboat landings and other places of boatOats. ner nuptial.
50 pi 50
Union
School
Rouse No. 2-John
The Doctor tornierly repsesented Nichday evening.
nem importance and pleasure in Its
at home, and having no weapon, and Ilk!, per cwt. (clover)
.
Kdd.
Gellert se Ca clic•--N in th
street.
city The table is not surpassed by any
olas anti Roberteon in the lower noose, lianhery, H G McGaughey, Joilges;
°thy,
ser
eel.
(timothy)
A
full
line
of
Goods
at
close
prices.
Country
Fin
L W. Welsh, paetor. Sunday &abaci every
other hole. The rooms are largo as
.1 .1 lianberry, Sheriff; A U Henry, finding that the dogs dared not attack it ill. es,or,'lint.
and made all excellent member.
i01111166 Sunday morning. Prayer meeting every Woeproduce take. in exchange for goods
airy- Trassicnt rates $3.60 per day.
where it sat in a defiant attitude with lible..,feegi,
Clerk.
Regular aerates's Sunday
nesday evening.
oats
house
in
town
that
keeps
The
W. a. MILLER., T.•
LOA morning and evening.
its back against a thorny bush, he looked Fallow,
Pembroke-James; Vaughan, J
Beef it ;attle, grow
loS
Itaaamer
street-Rov.
Seargent, Judges; Lawrence Moore, about and found a large dry stick, and flogs. gross
H. E. Chureh, South-Ninth
etttro
Sunday
Services
even'
only,
pastor.
Ed.
Bow
Sheriff; K Y Pendleton. Clerk
going boldly up to it tried to stun it
Soa.rda a.xxd.Feace Poeta.
morning and evening. Sunday School every
Longview-11i Dry Kt Ily, E W Ste.*
with a violent blow on the head. But
Sunday morning Prayer meeting every WedLouisville Market.
.1 oilers ; Wm Smiley, sheriff; C II Wal- though it never looked at him, its fiery
Prinee Napoleon,of France,le
nesday evening.
Call aad see me at my stand on Virginia et.
(Southern
den, Clerk.
Asseinbli
4outhe
Chicego.
Presbyterian Church kS
eyes gazing steadily at the dogs all the
- between Mb and Stk.
Ninth Street.-Rev. 10. L. Monroe, pastor.
Mt. Vernon-S
Fruit, James Forbes.
LOnlaviata,
Oct.
33
Itnie
time, he could not hit it, for with a quick
morning at 1
Andrew Carnegie is dangerouvly ill at
every
Sunday
ular
Services
BUTTERJudges; J
Walker, Sheriff; G IV
o'clock A. M.and night at 720 P. M. Sunday
Creseon, l'a.
side movement it avoided every blow.
.......10 to is
l'ountry eacaages
',matey, Clerk.
school every Sabbath morning 11:1D. Prayer
The
small
heed
the
puma
paid
him,
and
meeting every Wedneelay evening.
Hamby-It D Martin, Sol Smith,
The Masonic Temple iti Cleveland was
Creamery
.......
25 to
apparent
ease
with
which
it
the
avoided
First Presbyterian Church-Corner Liberty
Judges;Geo Snail', Sheriff; S H Rogers,
dedicated yesterday.
RICANS AND PICASand Seventh streets Rev. Montgomery May,
his best-aimed blows, only served to
Cleric.
Kentucky navies
7
pastor. Seri:foes every Sunday at 11 o'clock, a.
A snow moron blockading the teleMixed -------------------7
Fruit
Hill-Rob%
Elbert rouse his spirit, and at length striking
Oates,
m., awl 7 o'clock, p. in. Sabbath School all
graph, is raging in Utah.
Hand picked led. and Mich.
o'clock, a. as. Prayer meeting Wednesday
(Formerly with John Moayoa
Barnes, Judges; llitinso West, Sheriff; with increseed force his stick came to
'vetting.
FEATHERS
Forest fires prevail
Dakota. Over S II Myers, Clerk.
the ground anti was broken to pieces.
New
.
.
....
.
49
Catholic Church-Ninth street-Rev. R. P.
$1,000,00t) Ices has been sustained.
.
Mixed ........
10 30
Scales' Mill-Marshall Aticox, W W For some momenta he now stood within
Foshan, pastor. Regular service. every Seaday morning at 10 o'clock.
Conlier Parker, two yards of the animal perfectly de- FLOURNever falls to cure every form of disorder
The last liquor license in All iota has Reynolds, Jutigee;
Choice pateat, winter wheat .W00 to 5.15
Gunitiereaud Preebytenaa Chnrch-Rev. A.
Sheriff; Janies Glover, Clerk.
peculiar to Malaria-Infected districts. It
fenceless and not knowing what to do.
expired, and the city is painfully dry.
Choice Miswrote
..
.
to
Biddle, pastor. Refuter services each SabC.
Garretteburg-S J Lowery. ROAR Hop- Suddenly it sprang past him, actually
Piaui patents -------------4.50 10 100 bath at 11 o'clock and 7.30. Sabbath School
Henry George &mica that lie is to per, Juthom; Abner White, Sheriff;
....
. 4.15 to 4.4 *1 5:50 each Sabbath morning Prayer meeting
-Has just opened with a full, new Fall Stook of
Straights
brushing against his arm with its side,
3.75 to 4.00 on Thursday evening at 7:10
Clear
make opeeelies in Ohio for Frank Hurd. F M Quariee • Clerk.
In every ease, when used in sceordance
3.00 to 3.26
Bottom grades
and began pursuing the dogs round and
J.
W,
Rev.
street,
Church-Court
quinine.
Rpiscopal
no
contains
Wench
It
W
F
directions.
Illitibritige!--.1 U P`Pool,
with
Canadian fire underwriters will acVesahla, Rector. Regular services at a quarround among the bushes. In the end PROVISIONSMid not only neutralizes Mimmittie toison.
Mss.Poitit-Per bbl.
II 60
tively e
trete with American compan- J11411/031 C W Rawles, Sheriff; IV 1'
ter to eleven o'clock. A. M., and 715 o'clock
but stimulate* the Liver to bealtlo act lot,.
my informant's partner appeared on the
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Will buy a Body Brussels Carpet, sold everywhere at $1.00 per yard.

Will buy an Extra Super Ingrain Carpet,sold everywhere at 60c. per yd.

14 CP301%7'1'1E3
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ming Implements In

Will buy a Cottage Carpet,sold everywhere at 25c. per yd.
SEG 4.SC)

Will buy a pair of California Wool Blankets slightly soiled from shipping. These goods are retailed all over the country at $7.60 per pair.
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CMIEMVPIES

Will buy an all-wool Medicated Red Flannel Shirt, worth double the
money.
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CITY DIRECTORY.

KENTUCKY NEWS.

Will buy ladies all-wool long Hose, sold everywhere at 40c. per pair.
=====Z,
In all colors at 5c. per ounce
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THE MARKETS.

Silks, Plushes,Striped Velvets, Furs, Moss Trimmings,Astricans,&c., in
endless variety.
C100...1=Z

I Cloaams! Cloalms

In this depar tment we have no rival. Our stock of Ladies' Short Wraps
are the cheapest and handsomest ever displayed in this city.

METZ & TIMOTHY,

Grissam's Old Stand, Hopkinsyille,Ky.
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Staple and Fancy
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AYER'S

Ague Cure

POSTELL BLOCK,6TH ST.,HOPKINSVILLE,KY.,
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"Pottersville, Texas, t
Jan 15, 1884. 1
"Dr. J. C. Mier 4- Co.:
"Gentlemen: For more than
40 Years I have lived in localities abounding in Malarial
disorders; have been the gubject
oftheir attacks in many forms,
and fousid no remedy so reliable and safe as dyer's ague
Cum. Taken according to
directions,it will never fail to
cure.
J. B. Jd. HUNTER."

COUNTY DIRECTORY.

Boots, Shoes, Hats, Caps, Trunks and Notions,
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INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS TRAINING.

ADVERTISERS
can learn the exact cost
of any proposed line of
advertising in American
papers by addressing
Geo. P. Rowell& Co.,
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It will save passengers and conductors' a
But even taking the estimate last given
and answers.
the sums are frightfully large. Now world of questions as-see
who pays these large sums of money?
Over one million ivies of Acker's
Unquestionably tile consumers. Who laystsepeia Tablets maid in the past
are the consumers? Every diva, w- twelve montleepterely upon their Went*.
Chrouic Constipation,
wait and child in the United States. Why suffer with Stomach,
sick Head
Dyspepttia, Sour
Every farmer, every mechanic, preach- SOW, Heartburn, and Female Troubles
merchant,
every
doctor,
er, lawyer,
when II. B. Garner offers you relief
every laborer, even every factory hand anti positive cure in the Dyspepola 'rehIle/tells them on a guarantee.
it is a tax ire'.
pays ids share of this f01111
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upon every one, in whatever tuition of
life, who buys anything to eat or to
in a suit against the Russellville Nation- wear. It Li a tax upon every dweller
al Bank. He accused it of infidelity In a house, whether he be owner or renand disloyaltx_tolL4_ lremocratie cause. tsor au *hoax does this vast attre_goi
The lint-aid, kat Wednesday, responded raised yeatly by taxies the consumer
ith a spunky editorial accusing Rhea for the necessaries as well as the luxuof being himselfa disorganiser and re- ries of life? Not to the United States
iterating the charges brought against Government, tor less than $130,000,000
him recently hy one Small, wareing is paid annually lido the Treasury as

"Schisms, anarchy and ruin," two of
whose stock holies a he had diagrat ed

him that unless he would enter a post- receipts from tariff duties. Not to the
:e denial to said charges, the Herald States,for they have no Interest in manlaudsl under no circumstances) suptort ufacturiee Not to the people of the
several States, for they, as a masa, are

even have to pay out of their earnings
Democrats, W.S. Stone and Oscar Turthe extra 30 or 40 per cent. 011 all arner; Republicans, none. Second dislike bon-eased

ticle* they consume and a
trict-Democrats, Polk Laffoon; Rerate for the houses they live in. Then
publicans, Geo. W. Jolly. Third district
these large
who are benefitted by
-Democrat, Jno S. Rhea; Republicans,
sums of money, forced by a protective
W. G. Hunter. Fourth distrlet-Demotariff from the people of this e01111try ?
crat, A. Montgomery; Republicans, J.
We answer, the manufacturers and mill
D. Belden. Filth district-Democrats,
owners of the United States. They
E.
A.
Asher G. Cartith; Republicans,
reap all the advantages and they only
Sixth diatrlet-Democrats,
Wilson.
from the protective tariff system. It is
Jim. G. Carlisle; Republicans, none.
a bale frattd_ngoo_Lbow whom these
Bevetith-dtatiet-IDeniecrate, W. C. P.
mill-owners and manufacturers employ,
none.
Republicans,
Breckenridge;
to say that'but for this protection they
Eighth district-Democrats, Jam. B.
could uot give employment to hands.
McCreary; Republicans, Thole Todd.
or if given, at adequate wages. But for
Niuth district-Democrats, Garrett S.
the tariff, factory hands, with wages
Wall; Republican., none. Tenth disgreatly reduced from their present
trict-Democrata, W. P. Taulbee; Rerates, could save more each year than
publicans, W. L. Hurst. Eleventh disthey do now, because all they conatime
trisa-Democrats, W. II. Botts; Repubwould be 30 or 40 per cent. cheaper. It
licans, H. F, Finley.
is a fraud to parade as an argument in
We can not impress upon Dem- favor of protective tariff, the lower

The smallest amount paid by any State
or Territory was $32,000, which i* the
total contribution from Vex ttt t. From
the PIZ New England State's, less then
$3,000,000 was collected. The States
named in
other than six heretofore
which there was trellected over $1.0l/0..
WisconJersey,
New
Indiana,
000 are
sin, Virginia, Iowa, 31aryland, Massachustetts, California, Michigan, North
Carolina, Nebraska mei Tennessee. lie
(liana paid nearly $3,000,000, mid the
other steelier amounts, Tentiesner paying $1,024,912. The collections in Marylaud and the district of Columbia, which
Constitute one collection thatriet, foot up
hieh
$346,902. The Delaware slietriet,
include* nine comities el Mart hied and
two of Virginia, paid $264,476. N'irIshii* is credited with lasting paid $2,962,728.

of wage. paid to factory lute& in Europe
necessity
absolute
the
a solid Congressional vote next Tues- without &stowing the cheaper rates of
day. Aside from Use importance of living there than here. If the price
preserving our local and shatriet organi- paid for factory labor be so much lower
zation, beyond the fact of honoring oue in Europe than in America, why does
not such labor seek employment here?
The tariff may aid dues keep out foreign good*, but it does not anti swami
out the foreign factory hand
Sonic factory labor comes to America
but comparatively little, for the realest
keep

that the Increase of the cost of hiving in
the United Mates over that of Uurope 14
leader, 31r. Blaine, is Reselling the greater than the increase of wages.
It is nonsense to attempt to keep tise
President, the party, and "the Solid
South." lie is el-lying to arouse in the 'rariff question out of American politics

shaping themselves. With great vettestetter and earnestness the Republican

North the pasaimis of the mob and all It Is now the real haute before us. I
sectional hate, and is seeking to turn outweighs all others, and must and wli
both against the Administration. His be agitated until the people thoroughly
understand it will 110 longer pollute ou
contain the outline"' of the next cam- statute books, even as a means of reve
paign. In that campaign he will be nue. No country on the globe than the
tie standard bearer of the Republican United States could in a period of tel

add eases in Philadelphia and Pittabutgli

party, anti again as
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we reed the pond
cal signs, Mr. Cleveland will be our

year. pay an aggregate tax of $10,000,
000,000 to

the capital of the country
utterly

impoverished
chosen and our trusted leader.
record of this Administration must the ! We would not willingly aid in reducDemocratic party stand or fall. There ing the wages of factory labor, nor do
By the

without being

Cot/smash/nal elections are the prelim'. we believe that free trade would reduce
-vary eiiirtniehre. -This la the situation, Be net earnings, but, if it be necessary
and It iall for the united action of all to reduce the earnings of factory labor,
We mute bring out the In order to save the consumers of this
Deutocratre.
sums that are

We have our usual
stock of Drugs, Medicines, Oils,Paints,Dyes,
Window Glass, Wall
Papers and Window
Shades, Curtin Goods,
Etc., Etc

Extraordinary Wert et Bootleg

Hopper & Son.

DENTIST,

THE REV. GEO. H. THAYER, of
Bourbon. Ind., says: "Both myself
and wife owe our lives to SHILOH'S
CONSUMPTION CURE. Sold by J.
R. Armistead.

-

Office over M.Frankel

-

LOW FOK CASII, or or Easy WONITIILE,0141 QI allaTERLE P.V1311:51a.

only ohj.-.•
which,

li,ntucky.

Son.%

JESSE FRENCH,
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the Illness Trust and
Snoop Bask has ilia day received from the
Union Cigar Company of Chicago, tub< held
as a Speer/ Devout.
U. S. 4sflo Coupon Bonds,
as follow,:
sins Law Market Value of which is
This I. leeway. that
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" 61013

$1012.

MOO- / (S.) Tar. S (74.6. Cash
W• elfer the abnve as a IFOREEIT, dour
•• FAA( I GIOVER" does nag prose to be a
genuine liavana-filler Cigar -Union Cope Co.
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Carols alld Boots alld Shoes
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trace over Kelly's Jewelry Store.

Bargains for -All!

ATTORKS1126

Joss rsLAND.

HENRY W EDDLEMAH
4011.W.MARKET ST.-LO U I SVILLI.KY.
5.

6.E MARSH.

vanv
No.:113

THE FELANDS,
Attorneys at Law,
Com-

0

Cra:lur Work:,
Fourth St.,

fActurera of every variety of

Attorner

ana

Counsellor at Law

Onse over Planters Bank,
Nopkuseville. - - - - Ey.

A new lot of Stationery just received at this
office.
liallair11.1.a

E

lialifillivroW Dan.? P•earr

The Light Draught Steamer

PATEN rS

Building Lots
Near Hopkinsville.

Sold by all Grocers.

JOHN MOAYON,

UNION CIGAR coste.a.vy.
76 N. Watt*
-
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Hosiery, Gloves, Corsets,

New York Shun.

Handkerchiefs and Embroidery.

And a splendid assortment of ladies' and genie' iland.made and Custom-matie
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ASS retort\ gore., Lea 1st lite. Kr.,

PIANOS AND ORGANS!
Dealer in all A meric•n and Fsrcign !them Mutate, sad all kind. of
Mn•ical I n•tronients.
new ati.I afloat.. design• in the great

CHICKERING PIANO
not epened. I hays a large hit of Pianos and
Orgaeanf leadieg makers of the country
awl monthly payment. All letters of in•
ptly answered. IC A T A Lotit'Ell

7Z. P. X".46.727....171111,
WS Fourth •vs., Louisville. Ky.

73113"In131:1311L.

College
Only $4.25 Female
Hupkinsville,Ky.

For the Weekly New
Era, Weekly CourierJournal and Waterbury
Watch.

C1othim4., tints, Boots Shoe,
All of the Latest styles at the Lowest Priceb.

Our It LOMA 10c. Cigar is strictly Hand
made. Elegant quahry. Superior worknianhip.

Evansville, Ind.

Job Printing promptly
executed at this office.
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plain. -- FalicyCrgclers (7 1,71te'u'l.rtinal"niwleitbrivies

t hicago News
Three confidence men invited an old
farmer of Loviesgton to joie them in a
spevulatien, rata' of the four to put In
$2,250. The farmer eagerly agreed to
the plan, anti went to Decatur and drew'
the required sum out of• bank. In relost eld*
farmer
the
turning
became
The confidence men
way.
frightened at leis long steence and disfurious 01.410wel for new inventions, or tor improve.
appeared. The farmer was
when he learned that he had missed the' Went. on old One,. for medics-I or other comI sweat., AAwith pound.,trade-marks and labelo
money
his
opportunity to invest
signments,Interference., Appeals. Nods for Ia the three rogues.
fringementa. and all eases anilinj 'leder Patent
nventlona that
40--Lime promptly attended tn.
--dr.
hese been MEAD:TKO by the Patent ollice may
Active, Pasitleg asd Reliable,
still, in most cases,be petenten1 by 1111. Being op.
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JOHN MOAYONI THE FARMER'S FRIEND,

7"11...A.ISMCSTI
Maneger
.1. It. YetostrsoN
Clark.
Eli. N 4811.

Will leave Evannyille f ( annelton daily
Sunday, at 6 o'clock, a m.. making sure
It. K.
at 6:%1 p
'
(...0'aOnielLISto:
W., Sunday excepted.aed Owensboro at 9 p. us.
ersear TINS ease
9a. ni. sharp
Leaves Evansville
4 m'. m.sharp
Lcavee Owensboro .
a.for round trip on Sunday, but not
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BYRNES A sienna, Agent*
hoard,
tour itnesis can la, 1.11/(ll I. of ant' wh"Ieutle Foe freight or passers sera. -el
grocer in Eyan.tille at factory prices, and as
fresh atilt ordered direct from n.
When ordering good. of Wholesale Grocers
please say -send Marsh A Senotho's rackmay be sent
ets," otherwise Intern.
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Will prat. tdoe in all the courts of Una
monwealth.
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A farm In Chrlstl•n county of ISO acre., near
Old Iteillenew. 9 miles from llopkituir 11e. and
This is
II. It. 4,1.'1
111111, 1r
will be oaly
allf dal I y and cl,
• 1•14.0 lot
ads from the ("edit to the Cerulean Springs
road. A never failing I ranch runs through it
All under good femme sad nearly all in cultivation. It coolants a frame* dwelling of 1 rooms
and a cabin. A bargain Intl be given in this
Apply to
farm

A.P.CAMPBELL,
Ille,
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MIEN TISTS.

I I opk

War% Cloak& IOW. beer

Leading and Standard Piano of America,

(Mere his prifeesional eervie.es to the people of
[lova inerille and •trtnity.
gerp-om.. over Illantera Rank. lion St

Pigeons.
WHLKLINCI, Oct. 19.-Last wick Midila city, a pigeon
chael Freiesuith,
fancier, sent two homing pigeon's to
Wichita, Kansas, to teat their tpialities.
They acre released Saturday months*
anti 01Ie arrived tisk afternoon, in tki
hour. and 41 minutes from the time of
The
release, a distance of 1,200 mile*.
actual flying time he asippneed to be
about '24 hours, the bird having done 50
lulled per hour while cm thieving. Tide
An
record is the best one ever mule.
offer of $100 for tile bird Ime been lefused. The bird is one and a half years
old, half English and half inported Belgium stock. The binl that was flown
an apwith her, and has not yet put
pearance, was nine months old, a daughter.
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DR. BRIX BELL

call.

For eitterpriae, push, and a desire to
geode- as- aeill--give-thesatisfaction, G. E.Gaither, the druggist,
leads all competition. For this reamet he
has secured [Sr. Boeiniko's Cough anti
Lung Syrup, because it Is the best medicine on the market for Coughs,Colds,
Primary Cotesemption.
mud
(7ffillt1
Price 50cents and $1.00. Samples free.

"To Be Seen Is But To Be Admired.
But When Heard Is Sure To Be Desired.
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vote. We must express unmistakably country the immense
the confidence felt by the people In the )early peld as royalty In the manufacA number of fine builiting Iota. on the Oreen•
The Importance of these ttirera by the operation or our tariff,,
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the people of this teoutitry, for its efforts good
Valle, merit and such as are popular. arrsujonwelehnarrweestnrniTtly eoallieiris arm.
palestu
There is no reason to fear the t heap Having Use agenvy fir the relebrated
to save the public money from pilferer.
New I liscovery forenestimp- We refer in Washington I. HOU. Post-Miumet
and political thieves and the Govern- eoinpetitive-labor of Europe; If we can Dr. King'.
s
tiotecolsia and coughs, he will sell It
intent front avert, ions demagogues, go not compete with It In one line, we can
positive guarantee. It will surely cure the 11'. M. Patent office. ant to Senators and
out to the polls amid vote for Laffoon for compete successfully with it in • dozen any Rod every affection of throat, lungs, Representatives In tiny/ream. •nil eaperially to
have reopened my Barter Shop, on Rnseell•
Mien's In every State In the Union mad
ville street, between Hr. Peril. Schmitt and
Coterresa. Your vote is needed. Pres- others. But there are many reasons to or chest, and in order to prove oar claim our
Canada.
Southwortli, where I will be glad
(
to see all my old customers slid the Jim blic.
klent Cleveland's adnalnlatration is ap. fear a protective tariff, for it is absorb- we ask you to call anti get a Trial Bottle
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said he never could ride one of these
For the $152,000,000 yearly received peaky things without falling over.
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--form, of homiest goveliMalitt and an am- Into the Treseury from Tariff duties,
people of the U tilted States pay to
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Amount.
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to EAGAN Strictly roalidential and
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ocrats

party expected, the issues between the
Administration and the Opposition are

THE PROHIBITION BAR
ied with Fine Whiskies. Brandies
and Wini a. Fresh I oil Beer sils aye on tap,
l'••16
and a chine lot of Fine t ;gars and Tubs,
always on band.

The Colleges and Public Schools, both in the
city and throughout the
county,'will find at
HOPPER'S by far the
largest and most cornplete stock of Books in
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
are
we
and
city,
the
Etaliall't A /111I.
Revenue Tax by States.
daily adding to our Jas
Jiro. A Gym kt D.
yo. M. D.
An examination of the tables giving stock ofSchool and Misthe amount of internal reveette tax paid
DRS. YOUNG & GUNN,
the year eteled cellaneous
by rule State durin
Books, StaJune 30. 1886, shows that about 70 per
14-0-MCEOP KY.
rent. of the entire amount collected, tionery and School SupHOPKINSVILLE,
$177,000,000. was paid by all States,
and will be furn- Oftie tor 5th and Maio.
namely: Illinois, $25,000,000; Kentuc- plies,
ky. $16,00,010,00; New York, $14,000,- ished at most reasona000; Olalo, $13,000,0810; Pennayivenia,
Missouri, $7,000,000. ble prices.
Give us a
16,000,000; and

consumers. Not to the factory hands,
The following are the Congressional
for they are merely the hewers of wood
candidate. in the various districts of the
and drawers of water and do not own a
state. The close fights are going to be
that run
spindle or loom of the mill'
hi the First, Third, Ninth and Eleventh.
They
under this protective system.
First districtThe candidates are:

man in preference to another, there are
general and urgent reasons why there
should be a full solid vote. The Courier.
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Journal says:
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Appearinse•• a She 11500Podli—Vader.
ground 11.1•es—Tili• XefrIlieWheee
Oiservers of vainante phenomenal' have
noticed that even` greet emptiest, in
whatever part of the world observed,
and whether from • volcanic vent on
land or beneath the orean, is accompanied by earthquake shocks of greater
or lees v keenest and duration; while, on
tits other hand. _those observing earthquakes umiak of them as accompansed by
volcanic eruptions, anti of their often
being stopped on the opening of volcanic
yenta. It is, however, an important
fact that, riltisough regions of active volcanic action are those of moat frequent
earthquake' itioveuients, yet the tsiodlt
violent earthquakes do not %weer to
have occurred in there rveiuns, but, on
Um tenantry, in districts lyiue Rome degrees away (ruin this worst Vole Wile MY
lion.
The plienentiena eminectel with earthtarioivily iletscribed.
quakes loser
Many stmt..; r•fer to appor.irelices in the
Leuven* of ch.toges in the um iiiiisphere.
Others tell of irregitherit ice iii the weson

THE -CIRAVII OP SUTTER.
II,. thiryIng-tineusil at Utile --Mame*
Cl, of Mold in anlIftsralst.

In a corner ef Cu-. obi Moravian burying-gpound at Lillis, reeet miles freest
!ammeter, there is a dune winch is
the firm to catch the eye (if the
visa, r. All the oilier graves are rased hke each other. Little parellelogoes * of earth alenit two feet by four
midI Adied About eifeit inched almve the
geneinl ',attics moors the resting-places
of the ilowd. Tlie:e are lite SS tailing
walk* nor olicit bits of lawn to 14, if ten • lift
of
leek ,e peen. precisitni an I
Ieee
pistiee.
•p.o
greets OW neweed tn straight lines With
Lacy ere so close
11.1.1...t

IMMO Midi Is she Warm.
UWIe inigifti the largest clock In
It. world. The dial will be twenty-Eve
feet in diameter and tise center of the
dial will be 361 feet above the *trod,.
The dial will be illuminated by electricity, and it is calulated that the time
can be seen at night from any point in
the cit/, and with a field-glass the poetteen of die hands can be distinguished at
a distance of fifteen miles. The miunte
hand of the clock will be twelve feet
tong and the hour hand will nsessure
nine feet In lenghe The Roman figures
on the dial will be two feet eight Inches
In length. A steam engine, will wooed
le the tower to wind the clock up every
day. The clock makers who have been
invited to give their views concerning
the building of the cloek all say hat nobody in this country is able to build
much an enormous titnepieco. It will take
• whole year to place the clock nmchinery in the tower after the structure Is
oomph tad. The bell for the clock is to
weigh between 20,0U0 and 23,000 pounds,
and it is calculated to peal so loud that
it can be heard in a distant part of the
city.—Chicago Time..
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have planted trees so thickly that they been SO Plehloin iilo, sie I itoosi.:1:tteit with cerner. The mound above it is twice as
}tote—Living on the same floor with
have shut out most of the sunlight, and more luau me seeee earthquakes thee in big as any of the others anti a large
you, I believe.
prevented the free circulation of the air.
tel rea.nin to the marble else covers it entirely. The intlw aleselee
Miss B.—Are they?
They have caused so (lenge a shade on ' cinerary, there me its
lucre
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Reb.—I wonder you haven't met. I
their grounds that gran and (toward will Nene-trig they have no real net:lattice was "Born February te, 1803, at Kan—Itt-st and sell
not grow. They have rendered their with the tartliqutilte. It to deferent with dern Baden, Died June Pi, 1.040, at thought you knew them.
Miss re—Oh, no. Not out of New
housee dark and damp, and have caused uric ie rp round tiolaes, which frequently Washington, Le C. Requiescat in Pacem."
the ground about it to be constantly precele, aceompetly or succeed the oo
There is• long story of an eventful York, at least. The fact is, Mr. Jones;
All of which he offers at
moist. Their trees are so thick that only cut reeve of earthquekete_ cis:Aimee of the life between those two dates. The name is pa's junior partner, so we. know them
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three on the herders of the het have a shocks of them. They are undeubtetily inscribed above them is the name of commerendiy, bet, not socially.
"154.41,1t7e.st
Robinson retiree to grapple the conunchance to grew. Some who have not intimately eminected with the shock, yet Gen. John Augustus Sutter, whom millconverted the house lot into a wood lot earthquakes occur, even of the greatest race on the leuet of the Sacramento was drum in solitude.—Town Topics.
On Commission, list and pay
have planted trees that are not very violence, which ars unaccompanied by the source of all the mighty stream of
"Old Carteally Shop."
ornamental, but which afford a vast any sound whatever. ihffcrciit deeerip- gold that has ildwed from California.
Dickens' "Old Curiosay Shop." where
amount of trouble. They drop their tions have been given of these aolger- Once in permission of land now worth
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Little Nell immortalized herself, is now
le•ves, not only in the fall, but during raint.art nous&,ssttmqua.meit $100,000,000 he lived the last sixteen
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structure
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most of the growing season. Some of they are leiceeed to chains pulled about. years of his life dependent on an allow- supposed
Poreimouth street, Lincoln's Inn Fields,
en property for non-residents and oththe tree.' are preferred by ituiects, which
thuriaere. in (Wiese the ance from the state of California. - H.. London, occupied by a dealer. in waste
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increasing
ers and give prompt attention to
cover their leave or I, riches with ennid is dice the rumbling -of cerrlages. made millionaires and died a pensioner.
paper. The neighborhood is one that
nests. (tepee are liable to have their growing gradually louder, until it *spank
Ile was &1st aye is wanderer. Born lit Dekens often visited. Another of the
trunks pieneel by borere while »till the luutiest artillery; or likO heavy Baden in 1803, he graduated from the
is Quilp's wharf, which exethers' throw ue sprouts from their wagons owning awuy upon a road; or military college at Berne at the age of atzractions
ists under the mune of Butler', wharf.
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is well remembered by a
Trees for a house lot ehould be hardy, ing of masses of red-hot iron in watt r; the French army. the successors of that Yeulp himself
feW of the oldest inhabitants, and the
cleanly, not liable to attacks of insect& like the rush of wind underground.
(+venous band of mercenaries who were so latest investigations increase the eviand long-lived. They should have fine
DOCcaxxxxiva,c5tx.i.re,x-ss csl
Of e• cry kind and remit when collected.
The more intimate earthqmike phe- fathfully butchered in the marble halls
liked to chro icle
foliage, but it should not cast se dense a nomena are more uniform, tionietimes of Veracilles thirty years before. After dence that Dickens
Arhad
hie
seen.—The
eyes
what
own
aha.l, as to prevent glass, shrubs. amid there I. nothing else felt than a trem- seven years' service he changed his colflovrent from growing near theue Trees bling or gentle motion of the surface, ors and entered the Swiss army, where gonaut.
that in-, ite mid harbor insects or without producing any injury. In se- he served four years. Then he put off
The Practice of Law.
to shed their
which are liable
The practice of the law broadens the
vere earthquake's the airmail invariable his uniform and shortly came to this
leaves at any time if the weather Ii11.0. succession of peelllllltens is first a trem- country. In Pete with six companions, minds of some men and narrows the
favorable are very objectionelele. Those bling, then a severe shock, or a emcees- he went across the plain.' to Oregon and minds of others. Those who study and
AND DEALERS IN
bout .1 oti all classes of property in
that send out tuckers from the base of seen of ahocks, and then a trembling. down the Gauntlet& river to Vancouver, appreciate the principles upon which
the trunk or sprouts from the routs are gradually becoming intwiteilile. The whence he sailed to the Sandwich islands. laws are based belong to the first catealso objectionable as they hardly ever violent shocks are instantaneous and There lie got an interest in a trading ves- gory. Those who rely upon precedent
present a tine appearance. Trees( that very few hi number. In the intervals sel, with which he sailed to Sitka and belong to the second. One tries to make
Corner Virginia and Springs Streets,
ere so lofty as to injure buildings in case between, these smaller shocks or trem- the Seal islands up toward Liehring's sea. the case fit the law, and the other tries
they break or blow over, or which shade bling, take place. The tievere shocka do Turning southward aftersoine profitable to make the law tit his caae.—PhiladelPart of
the roof of the house and cast leaves on the mischief. At the point or line of trading he arrived in the bay of Sim tibia Record.
Hopkinsville. - - Ky.
a.
it are also among those that should be greatest disturbance the shock haa a dia. Franciseo July 2, 1863. The appearance
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three-thorned acacia is another
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only
tree for the house lot. It produces
This progressive movement is proiluced colony and called it, forehe sake of hav- of the Lithim• or neighboring organs.
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a partial shade. Iii. a handsome, clean by an earth-wave or true undulation of ing an Alpine murmur in his ears, New AL times, symptoms of indigestion are
valuable improvrIllente
Kentucky College.
tree, not liable to attacks of insects. The the solid cruet of the earth. The whole Helvetia. 116 restless energy was mill present, flatuleney, tineashiese of the
business lots on Virgin's
only objeettee to it is its thorns, mane of the area is not moved at once. unsatisfied. Ile took a commission as stomach, etc. A moisture like perspirFor Sale. 4St.,
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In sei.tetesem to the Iola named we have lots for
English landscape -fortifier has have had a very - Veit velocity and -to try, and-afterthe annexation he waseel
which acts directly upon the parts afthe Etereetb.,
sale and dwellings In moat every part of the
lately been writing in praise of fruit have lasted only for an instant at any cable, Indian commissioner and member fected, absorbing the Tumors. allaying
city, and a number of dwellings for rent at
eAt-lellYITELL N.
trees for planting on the house lot, es- one spot. The area affected on this oc- of the California oonstitutional tonven- the intense itching, and affecting a perprices to snit rester'. Our schools open Sept.
1st, and parties wishing to avail themselves of
pecially if it is the only ground owned casion was very extensive. The shock vention.
manent cure. Prime 50 cents. Address
the echools must tippls at once to get• home
or controlled by the occupant of the was felt on the one tide as far as the
In ISIS came the dhicovery that en- The Dr. Bosanko Medicine Co., Piqua,
lumse. Ile days that many varieties of routhern shores of Finland, and (en the riche.' the world and impoverished him. 0. For sale by G. E. Gaither.
We nave Many other specialties in real estate. Vacant lotec well located all over the city
apple, pear, and cherry trees are quite other it reached beyond the St. Lawr- Marshall, is laborer digging out a new
If you want a home vine to Bee us
—To BE ISSUED—
Constant Detehtlander, an idiot, Paci.
we ornamental as any of the trees planted ence in teanada, rine wee observed in recce to Sutter's mill, picked a curious
Mo , killed his mother with a pistol
solely for the purpose of adornment. some of the Weed India islands—an area lump of sinuething yellow, which
CALLIS
fine forms, produce a of no less than 7.500.000 square miles. Sutter at once recognized as gold. The amid then shot himself.
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good shade and have not only fine full- The force required to move this must mill race was never finished. The
There are scores ot persona who are
u beautifulflower.
have been enormous. fie, supposing the laborer turned his pick to a more am- suffering from mime lorm of blood (ReorThe trees are useful as well as orna- thickness of the eartn's crust tnaved to bitious purpose and set out to dig him der or Ain disease, such as Scrofula,
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mental. They supply
have been no more than twenty miles, self a fortune. The miller bought him- Bolls, etc., etc. After a practital test
to our desire for beauty. An Amer- then 150,000.04J cubic miler of solid self a shovel and went forth to take toll H. B. Garner asserts that Acker's Blood
conhew gardener, however, strongly
matter were moved. The influence of ef the yellow sand. The etreain thee Elixir *Ill tertainly cure all Bitch dis- of each wick. A stioinch:Irentorratie organ.
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fruit treed raised in this country, and shore or on the bed of the ocean. Tee could grind. The sequel is well known.
more especially in the west, are liable to see swells and slightly retires from the The niehtug ttile of Argonaute over
Tapestries,I Ili, Extra
he sickly and are generally short-lived. beach, and then a great wave rolls in whelnied the little colony of Nev.
hicertully duplicate Louapi net! -les lied with
Many of them harbor insects that feed upon the shore. At the Lisbon earth- Helvetia and washed away Sutter's imheir $how Il,1m.rIe,me eta
on their wood, leave., and fruit. The quake this wave rose to the height of perfect title tie hit 1(11.141.
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. When you want Confections, Fruits or Fan-,
ay Groceries go to Jno.
R. Galbreath & Co.
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OF CLOTHING,

Lessons in Painting.

Ceols'Fortilugoolls.

Miss Carrie Wartield
wishes to give lessons
to a limited number of
pupils in China paint- If you want a suit of Clothes, Underwear, Necking, Oil or Water colwear, Shirts, Hats, Gloves,
ors. Terms $5.00 for a
course of twelve lessons. Call at residence
of Mis Sallie Wallace,
814 corner of 16th. and
—
Clay street.
DEPARTMENTS of some
trades.
If you wish a stylish
dress made, go to Mrs.
L. Bell, who will do it
No.3 Main St.
In good order.

11101

It

To the Ladies.

JAMES PYE & CO.,

Parties dbtiridg n160fitting Suits made to
order would do well to
call on N. Tobin & Co.,
merchant Tailors, cor
9th and Main st.

racelsiorPlaningMills

—We Have—

Eirssesoical Micoc,Eals.

Got'In 0: Tho !Ai

1

We Mean

BARBED WIRE,

Excelsior Wagons

Everything new in
Gents' Neckwear The
nobbiest line of Stiff
and Soft Hats in the
city can be found at
WRIGHT'S, the Main
Street Clothier.
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Celebrated Erin Lime,

Forbes; aro

C.A_LI.J NO_ 1_
Every man and boy wearing a
Summer Suit will report at once to
Headquarters at

JOHN T. WRIGHTS'

New style Cloaks at
Mrs. Hart s.

And have them exchanged for a
nice. new Fall Suit and Overcoat.

Straiglit Tip!

Buy "Jockey Club" at
Garner's and it will pay
you a bigger per cent
than Paris Mutuals—in
The best 6c.
smoke
Cigar in the city.
We are in daily receipt of the best Baltmore Oysters, in cans
and bulk.
Jno.B. Galbreath & Co.

l end.

boy discussed the points of the races be plain to every one that the gentle sex
and the skill of their jockeys, Its glibly which ic brave enough to embark, withas though race-horses had been the one male help, in making mootiehine
study of his life. Ile knew all the se- whiskey, in a prohibition State, id able
cret informatioe of the knowing ones to assert its rights on every point, at all
and was ready to wager fentlous sum@ times and places, without the help of
on the result of any specified race. The national conventions or legielative ene Is also food for reonly thing which marred his enjoyment actments. The,
was his inability t. buy or beg an ad- flection in this event of '"falking Rock"
mission ticket. Ile hopes for better for reformers who dream thariflromen
luck next time.
had complete political arid civil power,
Equally interested, and unlucky as to the world would team become an Eden.
being an eye witness was the colored While many good and noble women
citizen from the rural districts. Ile was would then come to the front it is also
on the streets in great profusion, talk- certain that many corrupt and ignoble
ing "hoes talk" with much animation, ones would become conspicuoue arid
or relating long-winded stories of the powerful. Women have had supreme
marvellous exploits of homes which be political power in many countries in
rode "belca' tie wah," to the wide-eyed past ages, and in the list of these female
amazement of a circle of listeners.
sovreigna and courtier@ are enrolled
"Trading Alley" was lined with the names of many alio were wholly
horses of every age, color, size and cruel, sensual and profligate.
quality, whose merits were hotly urged
Nopkinavilk Tobaeee Market.
by their enthusiastic owner.. Doubtless there was many a trial of speed
Sales by Abernathy & ('o, of 24 hhtis
over the country roads, on the return %Once the.patile caused by dark Frost.
8 lohda. Medium to good leaf $8:50,
Happiness. amid Health
home, hi the evening. If large wagers
R:00, S:00, 2:50, 7:50. 7:00, 7:00.
8:50,
Are important problems, the forms, did not change hands In thee, Impromp7 bbds low leaf $4:00 to 5:00.
depending greatly on the latter. Every tu mein., the excitement was as greet
V " Inge $3:00 to 3:73.
asa la familiar with the healthy proper- and the shouts as loud as thooe at the A union sales for the time are siaapentisorrel" and sad and Our *Very IIMItret blialnrna Is don,
Om of fruit, and no one can afford to be Jockey Club track, as
are wairitiog ACM lc.
madly along privately. Buyers
sick and miserable while the pleasant' "sway-back" plunged
which are very high, and prieing with
of
dust,
lash,
under
the
cloud.
rrult
Ihesugh
liquid
emonstrabad
a view ho future action. The better
"Orme of 1110, may be bad of io tie maple tom, or oak stump which grades are In demand and command the
above figures.
• salsepelaiag *Nista.H. B. Geonsor, was the goal of Omit ambition.
newspapers as well as through traveling agents. Them dignified merchants
admit the influence of newspapers upon themselves Individually, and would
not be without their daily papers for
any coneitieration, but they tio not appreciate the powerful influence of newspapers as advertising mediums. The
merchant who deviates printer's ink is
Lehind the age. He is iguoratit of one
of the grandest trade solicitors of the
slay. The metropolitan daily which enters the counting-room and the county
weekly which Is read eagerly by farmers arid their families are the heralds
which announce, in cheery tones, the
merelianta of the great Voile army.
Louisville must advertise her great
houses freely throughout the rich counties which conotime posts of all kinds
largly, and will be aura to buy from
those who offer a good article and advents's% their merits freely. It Is the
press which will make Louisville a faminter household word.
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Old men, young men and boys
wearing a straw hat or light colored Summer hat, please come at once
and have them exchanged for new
Fall shaped Hats and Caps.

The Jockey Cid

Cigar, at Garner's City
Pharmacy, is absolutely the best in the market. Try it and you'll
buy it.
All the novelties in
Cloaks and Wraps at
Mrs.Hart's.
Choice Kalamazoo
Celery received daily.
Jno.B. Galbreath & Co.
Mrs. Hart's stock of
New Style Cloaks is im- stock of the best SHOES for
Call and see Ladies, Misses and Children
megnill- mense.
not. pur- them
we have ever had. A large

year.

We regret to elate that the
mot stallion, James G. sae
chased by a borne syndicate Six gentlemen bought the horse of Mr. Gaffney
Saturday night, tlse money to be paid
Monday ene of ill,
Monday morning.
parties fails-d to taeine to time. Mr
Gaffney was tendered $2 US which he
retuned. A gentleman then offered him
a (heck, hut i.e woodsi not take it. 'Die
truth is he law that $3,010 an., not
enough for his bone and Ise wanted to
get out of the trade. Mr. tiro. Ingram,
the driver, will take the horse South for
the SHINPOO. Wit are awry to loose so
valuable a 'stallion from our county, but
every effort was made to secure hint

*PPP 01 Palm

Everybody Puffs
The newest and best
Havana filled Nickel
Cigar, the "Hopkinsville Jockey Club," at
Garner's.
For the best Metal
Roofing and Galvanized Iron Cornice call on
Caldwell & Randle.

New Styles In Cloaks!

lianarartarod only by Use California
Fig Sento Co. Sea Premiere. Cal.. is
Nature's Own Tree Laxative. This 00

stock of Underware for Ladies and Children. Gents'
Furnishing Goods, Under
Shirts and Drawers, Fine
•ress Shirts, Neckwear...etc.
Ladies and Misses Cloaks.
Sonic of the handsomest garments we have ever had. It
affords me pleasure to say
that I have a GOOD STOCK
all through in every department. and feel assured that
we can do better by our own
trade than ever he fo r e.
Qick Sales and S M A 1. L
I'ROFIT S.

CA7.17.....1 NC_ Three.
To those who still wear their
Summer Underwear and Summer
Ties, come in a rush and secure a
new supply of our nice Fall and
Winter Furnishing Goods.

CT 1T

Every lady in need
J. D. RussrII.
a new Cloak or winpleasant Vidifornia ligaid fruit rrmedY ter wrap of any sort,
IL Garner. Sammay be had of Wk.
should not fail to see BIDS FOR BEEF AND MUTTON.
ple bottles free and leer Moths at fifty
I will receive' nm,mti the tat day 'of Nov.. VIM
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Asylum for onr year, be.
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To every man and boy in this
and adjoining counties, come at
once and have your old Boots and
Shoes exchanged for new ones.

iNTO_
Do not order you a Suit Made to
Order until you see my line of Samples. I will save you money Remember

My Motto----"Wright Wrongs No One."
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